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Hole-mediated ferromagnetism in tetrahedrally coordinated semiconductors
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A mean-field model of ferromagnetism mediated by delocalized or weakly localized holes in zinc-blende
and wurzite diluted magnetic semiconductors is presented. The model takes into account strong spin-orbit and
k•p couplings in the valence band as well as the influence of strain upon the hole density of states. Possible
effects of disorder and carrier-carrier interactions, particularly near the metal-to-insulator transition, are dis-
cussed. A quantitative comparison between experimental and theoretical results for~Ga,Mn!As demonstrates
that the theory describes the values of the Curie temperatures observed in the studied systems as well as
explaining the directions of the easy axes and the magnitudes of the corresponding anisotropy fields as a
function of biaxial strain. Furthermore, the model reproduces the unusual sign, magnitude, and temperature
dependence of the magnetic circular dichroism in the spectral region of the fundamental absorption edge.
Chemical trends and various suggestions concerning design of ferromagnetic semiconductor systems are de-
scribed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of ferromagnetism in zinc-blende1,2 III-V
and3,4 II-VI Mn-based compounds allows one to explore t
physics of previously unavailable combinations of quant
structure and magnetism in semiconductors. For instanc
was shown to be possible to change the magnetic phas
ing light in5 ~In,Mn!As/~Al,Ga!Sb and3 ~Cd,Mn!Te/
~Cd,Zn,Mg!Te heterostructures. Injection of spin-polariz
carriers from~Ga,Mn!As to an ~In,Ga!As quantum well in
the absence of an external magnetic field was a
demonstrated.6 It is thus important to understand the ferr
magnetism in these semiconductors, and to ask whethe
Curie temperatureTC can be raised to above 300 K from th
present 110 K observed for Ga0.947Mn0.053As.2,7

In this paper, we develop the theory of hole-media
ferromagnetism in tetrahedrally coordinated semiconduc
along the lines of our recently proposed model.8 Since we
aim at a quantitative description of experimental findings,
proposed theoretical approach8 makes use of empirical fact
and parameters wherever possible. We begin the presen
per by discussing electronic states inp-type magnetic semi-
conductors. We classify the studied systems as cha
transfer insulators, so that our theory is not applicable
materials in which d electrons participate in charge transp
We note that Mn ions act as both a source of localized sp
and effective mass acceptors. We adapt, therefore, the p
ics of the metal-insulator transition in doped semiconduct
for the case studied, and assume that over the relevant r
of impurity concentrations the ferromagnetic exchange
mediated by delocalized or weakly localized holes. Since
resulting spin-spin coupling is long range, we use a me
field approximation to determine various thermodynam
magnetoelastic, and optical properties of the system. Par
0163-1829/2001/63~19!/195205~21!/$20.00 63 1952
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lar case is used to take carefully into account the comp
structure of the valence band. We then present the res
of comprehensive numerical studies which provide
qualitative, and in many cases quantitative, interpretation
experimental findings accumulated over recent years
~Ga,Mn!As. This good agreement between experimental a
theoretical data encourages us to show expected chem
trends in the final part of the paper, and to give vario
suggestions concerning the design of ferromagnetic semi
ductor systems.

In general terms, our results point to the importance of
k•p and spin-orbit interactions in the physics of hol
mediated ferromagnetism in semiconductors. These inte
tions control the magnitude of the Curie temperature,
saturation value of the magnetization, and the characte
magnetic anisotropies. A comparison of theoretical and
perimental findings not only emphasizes similarities and d
ferences between III-V magnetic semiconductors and o
ferromagnetic systems, but also demonstrates different
pects of half-metallic ferromagnets. Recent comprehens
reviews present many aspects of III-V,9 II-VI, 10 as well as
IV-VI magnetic semiconductors,11 which will not be dis-
cussed here.

II. ELECTRONIC STATES IN p-TYPE MAGNETIC
SEMICONDUCTORS

A. Mn ion in tetrahedrally coordinated semiconductors

We consider zinc-blende or wurzite semiconductor co
pounds, in which the cations are partly substituted by m
netic ions, such as Mn. The magnetic ions are assumed t
randomly distributed over the cation sites, as found by
tended x-ray absorption fine structure studies
Ga12xMnxAs ~Ref. 12! and Cd12xMnxTe.13 The Mn pro-
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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vides the localized spinS5 5
2 and, in the case of III-V semi-

conductors, acts as an acceptor. These Mn acceptors
pensate the deep antisite donors commonly present in G
grown by low-temperature molecular beam epitaxy, and p
duce ap-type conduction with metallic resistance for the M
concentrationx in the range 0.04<x<0.06.7,14–16 Accurate
analysis of the transport data, complicated by the large m
nitude of the anomalous Hall effect, confirms the presenc
a strong compensation,17 presumably by As antisite donors
as mentioned above. However, at this stage we cannot
clude the existence of self-compensation mechanisms,
as the formation of MnAX-like centers or donor defect
once the Fermi level reaches an appropriately deep pos
in the valence band.18

According to optical studies, Mn in GaAs forms an acce
tor center characterized by a moderate binding energy19 Ea
5110 meV, and a small magnitude of the energy differen
between the states corresponding to the spin of the bo
hole parallel and antiparallel to the Mn spin,19,20 De5863
meV. This small value demonstrates that the hole introdu
by the divalent Mn in GaAs does not reside on the d shel
form a Zhang-Rice-like singlet,21,22 but occupies an
effective-mass Bohr orbit.8,23 Thus, due to the large intrasit
correlation energyU, ~Ga,Mn!As can be classified as
charge-transfer insulator, a conclusion consistent with ph
emission spectroscopy.24,25At the same time, thep-d hybrid-
ization results in a spin-dependent coupling between
holes and the Mn ions,Hpd52bN0s•S. Hereb is thep-d
exchange integral andN0 is concentration of the cation site
Analysis of photoemission data24,25 and the magnitude23 of
De leads to the exchange energybN0'21 eV. Similar val-
ues ofbN0 are observed in II-VI diluted magnetic semico
ductors with comparable lattice constants.26 This confirms
Harrison’s suggestion that the hybridization matrix eleme
depend primarily on the interatomic distance.27 According to
the model in question, the magnetic electrons remain lo
ized at the magnetic ion, so that they do not contribute
charge transport. This precludes Zener’s double exchan28

as the mechanism leading to ferromagnetic correlation
tween the distant Mn spins. At the same time, for some co
binations of transition metals and hosts, the ‘‘chemical’’ a
exchange attractive potential introduced by the magnetic
can be strong enough to bind the hole in a local orbit.21,22 In
an intermediate regime, the probability of finding the ho
around the magnetic ion is enhanced, which results in
apparent increase ofubN0u with decreasingx.22

B. Two-fluid model of electronic states near
the metal-insulator transition

Ionized impurity and magnetic scattering lead to localiz
tion of the effective-mass holes introduced by Mn in III-
compounds or by acceptors in the case of II-VI materials
is therefore important to discuss the effect of Anderson-M
localization on the onset of ferromagnetism. The two-flu
model29 constitutes the established description of electro
states in the vicinity of the Anderson-Mott metal-insulat
transition~MIT ! in doped semiconductors. According to th
model, the conversion of itinerant electrons into singly oc
19520
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pied impurity states with increasing disorder occurs gra
ally, and has already begun on the metal side of the M
This leads to a disorder-driven static phase separation
two types of region, one populated by electrons in exten
states, and another that is totally depleted of carriers or c
tains singly occupied impuritylike states. The latter regi
controls the magnetic response of doped nonmagn
semiconductors29 and gives rise to the presence of bou
magnetic polarons~BMP’s! on both sides of the MIT in
magnetic semiconductors.26,30,31 Actually, the formation
of BMP’s shifts the MIT toward higher carrie
concentrations.26,30,31 On crossing the MIT, the extende
states become localized. However, according to the sca
theory of the MIT, their localization radiusj decreases rathe
gradually from infinity at the MIT toward the Bohr radiu
deep in the insulator phase, so that on a length scale sm
thanj the wave function retains an extended character. S
weakly localized states are thought to determine the st
longitudinal and Hall conductivities of doped semicondu
tors. The central suggestion of the recent model8 is that the
holes in extended or weakly localized states mediate
long-range interactions between the localized spins on b
sides of the MIT in the III-V and II-VI magnetic semicon
ductors.

As will be discussed below, the Curie temperatureTC is
proportional to the thermodynamic spin density of statesrs ,
which, in turn, is proportional to the spin susceptibility of th
carrier liquid, xs . Like other thermodynamic quantities,rs
does not exhibit any critical behavior at the MIT. Howeve
rs exhibits large space fluctuations at criticality, which w
result in local fluctuations of magnetic properties. The qu
titative renormalization ofrs by disorder will depend on its
microscopic nature, for instance, on the degree of comp
sation. The enhancement ofrs by the carrier-carrier interac
tions can be described by the Fermi-liquid parameterAF ,
rs→AFrs .32 The value ofAF51.2, as evaluated33 by the
local-spin-density approximation for the relevant hole co
centrations, has been adopted for our computations. We
that disorder-modified carrier-carrier interactions in the tr
let particle-hole channel tend to enhanceAF , which may
even drive the system toward a Stoner-like instability.34 In
magnetic systems, however, spin-flip scattering by fluct
tions of magnetization makes this enhancement mechan
rather inefficient.

The two-fluid model is consistent with recent electr
paramagnetic resonance~EPR! results,35 which show the co-
existence of the neutral Mn acceptors and ionized Mn5

states in some range of Mn concentration. Furthermore,
observed36,37 sign of the magnetic circular dichroism i
~Ga,Mn!As suggests the presence of Fermi-liquid-like sta
on both sides of the MIT, as we shall discuss in Sec. IV

C. Valence band structure and exchange splitting
of the hole subbands

Since the valence band originates merely from the anio
and cation d wave functions, the exchange interaction m
ated by holes is expected to be strongly affected by ani
ropy of hole dynamics and the coupling between the spin
5-2
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orbital degrees of freedom. To take those effects into
count, the hole dispersion and wave functions are compu
by diagonalizing the 636 Kohn-Luttingerk•p matrix.38 In
this model, fourG8 and twoG7 bands are taken explicitly
into account, whereas other bands are included by sec
order perturbation theory. The model is developed for zi
blende and wurzite semiconductors. It allows for warpin
quantizing magnetic fields, and biaxial strain, but no ter
associated with the lack of symmetry inversion are taken
account. The effect of the spin-dependent interaction
tween the holes and the Mn spins is described in terms of
virtual-crystal and molecular-field approximations,39 so that

Hpd5bs•M ~r !/gmB , ~1!

whereM (r ) is the magnetization of the localized spins th
carry magnetic moment2SgmB , whereS5 5

2 andg52.0.
The explicit form of thek•p 636 matrices, together with

the matrixHpd derived by us in the Luttinger-Kohn represe
tation for arbitrary directions of magnetizationM , are dis-
played in Appendix A. We note that for the case under c
sideration, involving large exchange interaction and h
kinetic energy, particularly important are off-diagonal term
describing the p-d coupling between theG8 andG7 bands. A
numerical procedure that serves to determine the conce
tion, free energy, wave functions, and optical characteris
of the holes is outlined in Appendix B. The adopted valu
of the Luttinger parametersg i and the spin-orbit splittings
D0 are summarized in Appendix C for various III-V an
II-VI parent compounds. According to photoemissio
studies24 bN0521.260.2 eV for ~Ga,Mn!As. The value
bN0521.2 eV is taken for the computations, although f
ture work may reveal some dependence ofb in Eq. ~1! on
Mn and/or hole concentrations because of the energetic p
imity of the Fermi and relevant Mn d levels. Such a depe
dence could result also from corrections to the virtual-crys
and molecular-field approximations if the short-range par
the Mn potential is attractive for the valence band hole.22

Figure 1 presents the dependence of the low-tempera
Fermi energy«F on the hole concentrationp computed for

FIG. 1. Fermi energy as a function of the hole concentratiop
computed from the 636 Luttinger model fork•p parameters dis-
played in the figure. Inset shows cross section of the Fermi sp
for p53.531020 cm23.
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the band parameters corresponding to GaAs. No effect
p-d exchange, disorder, or Coulomb interactions between
holes are taken into account. The corresponding density
states~DOS! effective mass increases from 0.67m0 in the
limit of small hole concentrations to the value of 1.35m0 for
p5531020 cm23. This increase is caused by thek•p inter-
action between theG8 andG7 bands, which—because of th
relatively small magnitude ofD0 in GaAs—is important for
the relevant hole densities. The inset to Fig. 1 shows
cross section of the Fermi surface forp53.531020 cm23,
which corresponds to«F52195 meV with respect to the
energy of theG8 point. Two valleys, the heavy- and light
hole subbands, are visible.

A strong and complex influence of the p-d interaction a
strain upon the valence band is shown in Fig. 2. The cr
sections of the Fermi spheres are depicted forp53.531020

cm23, which now corresponds to«F'2165 meV, and for
the parameter of the exchange splitting,

BG5AFbM /6gmB , ~2!

taken asBG5230 meV. If bN0521.2 eV andAF51.2,
this magnitude ofBG occurs for the saturation value of mag
netizationM at x50.05. We note at this point that some
the effects, e.g., the direction of the spin-polarization vec
depend on the sign ofb and thusBG , whereas others, like
the Curie temperature, are proportional tob2. In the absence
of strain, e50, the fourfold degeneracy at theG point is
lifted by the p-d exchange, and the corresponding energ
at k50 are 63BG and 6BG for D0@uBGu. However, the
splitting at nonzero wave vectors depends on the rela
orientation ofM andk.39 In particular, since the spin of the
heavy hole is polarized alongk for e50, the exchange split-
ting is seen to vanish fork'M . This mixing of orbital and
spin degrees of freedom, together with highly nonparabo
anisotropic, and mutually crossing dispersion relations, c
stitute important aspects of the hole-mediated ferrom
netism in terahedrally coordinated semiconductors.

re

FIG. 2. Cross sections of the Fermi spheres for saturation v
of magnetizationM in Ga0.95Mn0.05As with hole concentrationp
53.531020 cm23. Results for various orientations of magnetizatio
M and biaxial strainsexx are shown:~a! M i @100#; exx50; ~b! M i
@100#; exx522%; ~c!M i @001#; exx512%. A strong dependence
of the splitting on the relative orientation of the wave vector a
magnetization is visible.
5-3
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III. HOLE-INDUCED FERROMAGNETISM
IN SEMICONDUCTORS

A. Short-range antiferromagnetic superexchange
and ferromagnetic double exchange

In addition to the interaction between the carrier and
calized spin subsystems, the p-d hybridization leads als
superexchange, a short-range antiferromagnetic coupling
tween the Mn spins. The superexchange is mediated by
polarization of occupied electron bands, in contrast to
Zener ferromagnetic exchange, which is mediated by s
polarization of the carrier liquid. The antiferromagnetic e
change dominates in undoped II-VI semiconductors,26 and
also in compensated Ga12xMnxAs:Sn.40 Based on qualitative
considerations presented below, the presence of this inte
tion is taken into account in the case of II-VI materials b
neglected in the case of noncompensated~Ga,Mn!As struc-
tures.

It is convenient to parametrize the dependence of mag
tization on the magnetic field in the absence of the carri
M0(H), by the Brillouin function BS according to

M0~H !5gmBSN0xeffBS@gmBH/kB~T1TAF!#, ~3!

where two empirical parameters, the effective spin conc
tration xeffN0,xN0 and temperatureTeff.T, take the pres-
ence of the superexchange antiferromagnetic interact
into account.26,41 The dependenciesxeff(x) and TAF(x)
[Teff(x)2T are known42,41 for II-VI compounds.

In order to elucidate the effect of doping onxeff andTAF
we refer to the two-fluid model described in Sec. II B.
terms of that model the delocalized or weakly localized ho
account for the ferromagnetism. In fact, the participation
the same set of holes in both charge transport and ferrom
netic interactions is shown, in~Ga,Mn!As ~Ref. 14! and in
~Zn,Mn!Te,43 by the agreement between the temperature
field dependencies of the magnetization deduced from
anomalous Hall effect,MH , and from direct magnetization
measurements,MD , particularly in the vicinity ofTC . How-
ever, belowTC and in magnetic fields greater than the co
cive force, whileMH saturates~as in standard ferromagnets!,
MD continues to increase with increasing magnetic field.14,37

SinceMH is proportional to the spin polarization of the ca
riers, its saturation may reflect a saturation of hole polari
tion, which—for appropriately low values of the Ferm
energy—can occur even if the Mn spins are not totally s
polarized~half-metallic case!. It appears, however, that M
spins in the regions depleted of carriers~which, therefore, do
not participate in the long-range magnetic order! also con-
tribute to the slowly increasing component ofMD(H).

According to the two-fluid model, some of the carriers a
trapped on strongly localized impurity states, and thus fo
bound magnetic polarons. If there is an exchange coup
between the two fluids, the BMP’s participate in the form
tion of ferromagnetic order. Furthermore, the coupling b
tween the BMP’s appears to be ferromagnetic, at leas
some range of relevant parameters.44,45 To gain Coulomb
energy, the BMP’s are preferentially formed around clo
pairs of ionized acceptors. In the case of III-V materials t
leads, via Zener’s double exchange,46 to a local ferromag-
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netic alignment of neighbor Mn d5 negative ions,47 so that
x'xeff and TAF'0. By contrast, in II-VI compounds, for
which acceptor cores do not carry any spin and the degre
compensation is low, BMP’s are not preferentially form
around Mn pairs, so that the close pairs remained antife
magnetically aligned, even in p-type samples. The prese
of competition between the ferromagnetic and antiferrom
netic interactions in II-VI compounds, and its absence
III-V materials, constitutes an important difference betwe
these two families of magnetic semiconductors.

B. Zener model of ferromagnetic interactions mediated
by free carriers

As mentioned above, we assume that weakly localized
delocalized holes mediate long-range ferromagnetic inte
tion between the spins. Zener46 first proposed a model o
ferromagnetism driven by the exchange coupling of the c
riers and the localized spins. According to that model, s
polarization of the localized spins leads to spin splitting
the bands, which results in the lowering of the carrier ener
At sufficiently low temperature, this lowering overcompe
sates the increase of the free energy caused by the dec
of entropy, that is associated with the polarization of loc
ized spins. However, the Zener model was later abando
as neither the itinerant character of the magnetic electr
nor the quantum~Friedel! oscillations of the electron spin
polarization around the localized spins were taken into
count, and both of these are now established to be crit
ingredients of the theory of magnetic metals. In particul
the resulting competition between ferromagnetic and anti
romagnetic interactions in metals leads rather to a spin-g
than to a ferromagnetic ground state. In the case of semic
ductors, however, the mean distance between the carrie
usually much greater than that between the spins. Under s
conditions, the exchange interaction mediated by the carr
is ferromagnetic for most of the spin pairs, which reduces
tendency toward spin-glass freezing. In fact, for a rand
distribution of the localized spins, the mean-field value of t
Curie temperatureTC deduced from the Zener model is equ
to that obtained from the Ruderman, Kittel, Kasuya, a
Yosida ~RKKY ! approach,32,48–50 in which the presence o
the Friedel oscillations is explicitly taken into account.

C. Mean-field model of Curie temperature
and thermodynamic properties

As reported elsewhere,8 the Zener model describes co
rectly the experimental values ofTC in both ~Ga,Mn!As and
~Zn,Mn!Te, provided that band structure effects are tak
into account. The starting point of the model is to determ
how the Ginzburg-Landau free-energy functionalF depends
on the magnetizationM of the localized spins. The hole con
tribution to F, Fc@M #, is computed by diagonalizing th
636 Kohn-Luttinger matrix together with the p-d exchan
contribution, and by subsequent computation of the partit
functionZ, as described in Appendix B. This model takes t
effects of the spin-orbit interaction into account, a task d
ficult technically within the RKKY approach, as the spin
orbit coupling leads to nonscalar terms in the spin-s
5-4
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Hamiltonian. Moreover, the indirect exchange associa
with the virtual spin excitations between the valence s
bands, the Bloembergen-Rowland mechanism26 is automati-
cally included. The remaining part of the free-energy fun
tional, that of the localized spins, is given by

FS@M #5E
0

M

dM0H~M0!, ~4!

where H(M0) is given in Eq. ~3!. By minimizing F@M #
5Fc@M #1FS@M # with respect toM at givenT, H, and hole
concentrationp, one obtainsM (T,H) as a solution of the
mean-field equation,

M5mgmBSN0xeffBSFgmB~2]Fc@M #/]M1H !

kB~T1TAF! G . ~5!

Near the Curie temperatureTC , where M is small, we
expectFc@M #2Fc@0#;M2. It is convenient to parametriz
this dependence by the spin density of statesrs ,

Fc@M #5Fc@0#2AFrsb
2M2/2~2gmB!2. ~6!

The spin density of statesrs is related to the carrier magnet
susceptibility according tox5AF(g* mB)2rs/4 and, in gen-
eral, has to be determined numerically by computingFc@M #.
By expanding BS(M ) we arrive at,

TC5xeffN0S~S11!b2AFrs~TC!/12kB2TAF . ~7!

For a strongly degenerate carrier liquid,u«Fu/kBT@1, and
neglecting the spin-orbit interaction,rs becomes equal to th
total density of statesr for intraband charge excitations
wherer5mDOS* kF /p2\2.

In order to check the quantitative significance of carr
entropy, the computed values ofTC were compared to thos
obtained assuming strong degeneracy of the carrier liq
As shown in Fig. 3 such an assumption leads to error sma
than 1% if«Fu/kBT.10. Thus, in this range, the carrier e
ergy, not the free energy, was used for the evaluation ofTC .
Furthermore, we takexeff5x and TAF50, as discussed
above.

FIG. 3. The computed ratio of the actual Curie temperatureTC

to that obtained assuming that the hole liquid is strongly degene
as a function of the degeneracy factor.
19520
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The values ofTC as a function of the hole concentrationp
for Ga0.95Mn0.05As, as computed by our model, are shown
the solid line in Fig. 4. Since the magnitude ofTC is directly
proportional toxeffN0b2AF , the theoretical results can easi
be extended to other values ofx, b, or AF . In particular,
TC5300 K is expected forx50.125 and p53.531020

cm23.

D. Validity of the model and comparison to other approaches

Equation~7! with rs5r, that is, neglecting the effects o
spin-orbit interaction, has already been derived by a num
of equivalent methods.26,32,33,48In the present workFc@M #,
which served to determineTC , M (T,H), the anisotropy
fields, and the optical spectra, was obtained from the 636
k•p model, as described in Appendices A and B. In order
illustrate the importance of band structure effects, the eva
ation of TC has been performed employing various mode
The two straight dashed lines in Fig. 4 depict the expec
TC(p) if the warping is neglected (g25g3) and a large and
a small spin-orbit splittingEG8

2EG7
[D0 is assumed, re-

spectively. We see that the above assumptions are app
mately fulfilled in the low and high concentration ranges, b
the calculation within the full model is necessary in the e
perimentally relevant region of intermediate hole densiti
In particular, the 434 model43,51 (D0@u«Fu) would be rea-
sonably correct for~Zn,Mn!Te, whereD0 is about 1 eV, but
not for ~Ga,Mn!As, for which D0 is almost three times
smaller. Finally, the dotted line showsTC evaluated by re-
placing rs by r. We see thatr'rs already for p'1020

cm23, despite the fact thatu«Fu is still two times smaller than
D0 . In contrast,rs is more than two times smaller thanr in
the limit of smallp. This reduction of the spin susceptibility
and thus ofTC , stems from the absence of exchange splitt
of the heavy-hole subband fork'M .

te

FIG. 4. Curie temperature as a function of the hole concen
tion for Ga0.95Mn0.05As computed from the 636 Luttinger model
~solid line!. Straight dashed lines represent results obtained ass
ing a large and a small value of the spin-orbit splittingD0, respec-
tively. The dotted line is calculated neglecting the effect of t
spin-orbit interaction on the hole spin susceptibility.
5-5
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As described above,TC can be computed by minimizing
the free energy, and without referring to the explicit form
the Kohn-Luttinger amplitudesuik . Since nearTC the rel-
evant magnetizationM is small, the carrier free energy, an
thusTC , can also be determined from linear response the
The correspondingrs assumes the standard form

rs5 lim
q→0

8(
i j k

z^ui ,kusMuuj ,k1q& z2f i~k!@12 f j~k1q!#

Ej~k1q!2Ei~k!
,

~8!

wheresM is the component of the spin operator along t
direction of magnetization andf i(k) is the Fermi-Dirac dis-
tribution function for thei th valence subband. The equiv
lence ofrs as given by Eqs.~6! and ~8! can be checked fo
the 434 spherical model by using the explicit forms52 of
Ei(k) andui . Such a comparison demonstrates that almo
30% contribution toTC originates from interband polariza
tion.

As discussed elsewhere32,48,50it is straightforward to gen-
eralize the model for the case of carriers confined to
d-dimensional space. The tendency toward the formation
spin-density waves in low-dimensional systems48,53 as well
as possible spatial correlation in the distribution of the m
netic ions can also be taken into account within the form
ism considered here.

Since within the mean-field approximation~MFA! the
presence of magnetization fluctuations is neglected,
model may lead to an overestimation of the magnitude ofM,
and thus ofTC . To address this question we recall that t
decay of the strength of the carrier-mediated exchange in
action with increasing distance between the spinsr is de-
scribed by the RKKY function, which in the three
dimensional situation assumes the form,48–50

J~r !;@sin~2kFr !22kFr cos~2kFr !#/~2kFr !4. ~9!

In the case of semiconductors the average distance betw
the carriersr c5(4pp/3)21/3 is usually much greater tha
that between the spinsr S5(4pxN0/3)21/3. This means that
the carrier-mediated interaction is ferromagnetic and eff
tively long range for most of the spins as the first zero of
RKKY function occurs atr'1.17r c . A theoretical study54 of
critical exponents for ad-dimensional space showed that
long ass,d/2 in the dependenceJ(r );1/r d1s the mean-
field approach to the long-wavelength susceptibilityx(T) is
valid, a conclusion presumably not affected by disorder
the spin distribution. At the same time, both the relev
length scaler c , ~not r S) and the critical exponents54 h52
2s andn51/s point to much faster decay ofx(q) with q
than that expected from the classical Ornstein-Zern
theory.55 This indicates that the MFA should remain val
down to at leastuT2TCu/TC'r S /r c!1. Actually, the decay
of x(q) with q in the range 0,q,2kF is corroborated by
the observation of smaller critical scattering of the holes
magnetization fluctuations than that calculated forx(q)
5x(0).17

Recently, Monte Carlo studies of carrier-mediated fer
magnetism in semiconducors have been initiated.56,57 Such
an approach has the potential to test the accuracy of the M
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and to determine the actual spin configuration correspond
to the ground state. Preliminary results appear to confirm
validity of the MFA,56,57as well as to indicate the possibilit
of the existence of noncollinear magnetic structures in lo
dimensional systems.57 Another significant recen
development58 is the examination of spin-wave excitation
their spectrum and effect on magnetization. A strong red
tion of TC was predicted,58 though it should be noted that th
spin-wave approximation usually breaks down at criticali
In contrast, such an approach offers valid results at low te
peratures, provided that effects of magnetic anisotropy
thoroughly taken into account. Furthermore, the existence
a ferromagnetic ground state was confirmed byab initio
total-energy computations for magnetic III-V
compounds.28,59,60 However, to what extent the procedure
employed are able to capture correlation effects on the o
d shells accurately seems to be still unclear.

Finally, we would like to stress once more that, if th
concentrations of carriers and spins become comparabler c
<r S , randomness associated with the competition of fer
magnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions can drive
system toward a spin-glass phase.61 In the case of II-VI com-
pounds, the antiferromagnetic component is additionally
larged by the superexchange interaction.43 Furthermore, scat-
tering by ionized impurities, and the associated nonunifo
distribution of carriers in semiconductors near the MIT, m
enhance disorder effects even further. We note also tha
the extreme caser c!r S the Kondo effect, that is, dynami
screening of the localized spins by the sea of carriers, m
preclude both ferromagnetic and spin-glass magn
ordering.

IV. COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR „Ga,Mn…As

A. Curie temperature and spontaneous magnetization

The most interesting property of Ga12xMnxAs epilayers
is the large magnitude ofTC , up to 110 K for the Mn con-
centrationx55.3%.2,7 Because of this highTC , the spin-
dependent anomalous contribution to the Hall resistanceRH
persists up to 300 K, making an accurate determination
the hole density difficult.7,14–16 However, the recent
measurement62 of RH up to 27 T and at 50 mK yielded a
unambiguous value ofp53.531020 cm23 for the metallic
Ga0.947Mn0.053As sample in whichTC 5 110 K is observed.7

The above value ofp is about three times smaller thanxN0,
confirming the importance of compensation in~Ga,Mn!As.
As shown in Fig. 4, the numerical results lead toTC5120 K
for x50.05, and thusTC5128 K for x50.053 andp53.5
31020 cm23. We conclude that the proposed model, with t
presently known set of material parameters, describes
high values ofTC found in ~Ga,Mn!As. Furthermore, the
scaling theory of electronic states near the MIT, discusse
Sec. II B, makes it possible to explain the presence of
ferromagnetism on both sides of the MIT, and a noncriti
evolution ofTC across the critical point.7 A comparison be-
tween theoretical and experimental data in a wider range
Mn and hole concentrations requires reliable information
5-6
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HOLE-MEDIATED FERROMAGNETISM IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 195205
the hole density in particular samples, which is not prese
available in the case of~Ga,Mn!As.

In the case of~Zn,Mn!Te:N, the hole concentration ca
readily be determined by Hall effect measurements at
K.4,43 The absence of the anomalous Hall effect at 300
stems from the much lower values ofTC , 0.75<TC<2.4 K
for 5%>x>2% and 1019<p<1020 cm23. The model in
question satisfactorily explainsTC(x,p).43 Three effects con-
spire to makeTC much greater in p-~Ga,Mn!As than in
p-~Zn,Mn!Te at givenp and x. First, as already mentioned
the small value of the splittingD0 makes the reduction ofTC
by spin-orbit coupling of minor importance in the case
~Ga,Mn!As. Second, because of the smaller lattice para
eter, the productbN0 is greater in~Ga,Mn!As. Finally, fer-
romagnetic double exchange between close-lying pairs
Mn ions is stronger than antiferromagnetic superexchang
compensated~Ga,Mn!As. In contrast, antiferromagnetic su
perexchange remains significant inp-~Zn,Mn!Te, as the Mn
atoms are electrically inactive in II-VI compounds.

Important characteristics of ferromagnets are the ma
tude and temperature dependence of the spontaneous m
tization M below TC . Experimental studies of metalli
samples indicate that on lowering temperatureM increases as
the Brillouin function reaching the saturation valueMs for
T→0.7 This behavior indicates that the molecular fieldH*
acting on the Mn spins is proportional to their magnetizat
M. Figure 5 presents values ofM /Ms as a function ofT/TC
calculated with no adjustable parameter for~Ga,Mn!As con-
taining various hole and Mn concentrations. We see that
deed the computed Mn spin magnetizationM (T)/Ms fol-
lows, to a good approximation, the Brillouin function, exce
for materials with rather small values ofp or large values of
x. The latter cases correspond to the half-metallic situat
for which only the ground-state hole subband is popula
even atM,Ms , so that the molecular field produced by th
carriersH* attains its maximum value and, therefore, cea
to be proportional toM. Nevertheless, the saturation valu
Ms can be reached provided that the temperature is s
ciently low, kBTeff!SgmBH* . Such half-metallic behavio
is observed in the case of ferromagnetic correlation impo
by a dilute hole liquid in~Cd,Mn!Te quantum wells.53

B. Hole magnetization and spin polarization

The magnitude of the magnetization presented in the
vious section was computed neglecting the possible co
bution originating from hole magnetic moments. Such a c
tribution can be significant as the hole liquid is sp
polarized for nonzero magnetization of the Mn spins. B
cause of the spin-orbit interaction, the hole magnetizat
consists of two components. One comes from the magn
moments of the hole spins, described by the Lande´ factor of
the free electrons and the Luttinger parameterk. Another
contribution, absent for localized carriers, originates fro
diamagnetic currents, whose magnetic moments can be
ented along the spin polarization by the spin-orbit inter
tion. Evaluation of the latter requires the inclusion of t
Landau quantization in thek•p Hamiltonian. The carrier
magnetizationMc is then given by
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Mc52 lim
T,H→0

]Gc~H !/]H, ~10!

where the Gibbs thermodynamic potential is calculated fo
given value of the Mn spin magnetizationM and the Fermi
energy«F(M ) as a function of the magnetic field acting o
the carriers,H. In general, the eigenvalue problem for th
holes in the magnetic field cannot be transformed into
algebraic equation. Such a transformation is possible, h
ever, if the warping is neglected. We have therefore cal
lated the hole magnetizationMc disregarding the anisotropy
that is, assumingg156.85, g25g352.58, andk51.2. The
explicit form of the relevant Luttinger matrices is displaye
in Appendix A. The partition functionZ was computed by
summing over the Landau indexn, the wave vectorkz , and
the six hole subbands.

The results of the computations are shown in Fig.
where Mc is plotted as a function ofp for BG
5AFbM /6gmB5230 meV. In this paper, for the sake o
comparison with experimental results, we depict the mag
tization in SI units according tom0M (T)54p1024M
~emu!. The diamagnetic~orbital! contribution toMc is seen
to be negative and dominant. The spin term is positi

FIG. 5. The computed spontaneous magnetizationM below the
Curie temperatureTC for various hole concentrationsp ~a! and Mn
contentx ~b! in Ga0.95Mn0.05As ~points!. If the exchange splitting of
the valence band is much smaller than the Fermi energy~large p,
smallx), the evolution of magnetization follows the Brillouin func
tion ~dashed lines!.
5-7
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which for the antiferromagnetic sign of the p-d exchan
integralb indicates the negative sign of the hole Lande´ fac-
tor gh . The visible decrease of the spin contribution for lar
p corresponds to a crossover to the free-electron valug
52.0 occurring whenu«Fu approachesD0 . In Fig. 7, Mc is
plotted versusM for variousp. It is seen that for the values o
the parameters employed,Mc reaches only 5% ofm0M
565 mT, which corresponds to the saturation value of M
magnetization forx50.05. The rather weak magnitude
Mc results from a partial compensation of the spin and
bital contributions toMc as well as from smaller concentra
tion and spin of the holes in comparison to those of Mn io
We conclude that delocalized or weakly localized holes g
a minor contribution to the total magnetization. According
Mc is neglected when determining the direction of the e
axes and the magnitude of the anisotropy fields.

In view of the ongoing experiments6 on electrical spin
injection from ~Ga,Mn!As, the important question arise
what is the degree of hole spin polarizationP as a function

FIG. 6. MagnetizationMc of the hole liquid ~squares! in
Ga12xMnxAs computed as a function of the hole concentration
the spin splitting parameterBG5230 meV ~which corresponds to
the saturation value of Mn spin magnetizationM for x50.05).
Crosses show spin and orbital contributions toMc .

FIG. 7. Computed hole magnetizationMc as a function of Mn
spin magnetization M for various hole concentrations i
Ga12xMnxAs.
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of p andBG? Furthermore,P appears to control the magn
tude of the anomalous Hall effect. It is therefore interest
to determine the conditions under which the usual assu
tion about the linear relation betweenP and the magnetiza
tion of the Mn spinsM is fulfilled.

The contribution of all four hole subbands to the Fer
cross section visible in Fig. 2 indicates that the exchan
splitting is too small to lead to total spin polarization forp
53.531020 cm23 and x 5 0.05 (uBGu530 meV!. Further-
more, a destructive effect of the spin-orbit interaction on
magnitude ofP can be expected. In order to evaluateP
[2^sM&/p we note that, according to Eq.~1!,

P5
2gmB

bp

]Fc~M !

]M
. ~11!

Figure 8 presents the dependence ofP on BG for the
experimentally relevant range ofp. We see thatuPu tends to
saturate with the increasinguBGu, and thus withM. This
means that for large values of the splittingBG the magneti-
zationM evaluated from the anomalous Hall effect is und
estimated. At the same time, the calculation demonstr
that despite the spin-orbit interactionuPu becomes greate
than 0.8 for 3uBGu.u«Fu. This is due to the fact that the
redistribution of the holes over the spin subbands occur
the way that maximizes the gain of exchange energy,
thus the magnitude ofuPu. This is in contrast to the cas
u«Fu@uBGu, for which the spin polarization is reduced by
factor greater than 2 from the value corresponding to
absence of spin-orbit coupling at low hole concentratio
We also note that because of the antiferromagnetic chara
of the p-d coupling (bN0,0) the polarization of the hole
spins is oriented in the opposite direction to the polarizat
of the Mn spins.

r

FIG. 8. Computed degree of spin polarization of the hole liqu
as a function of the spin-splitting parameter for various hole c
centrations in Ga12xMnxAs (BG5230 meV corresponds to the
saturation value of Mn spin magnetization forx50.05). The polar-
ization of the hole spins is oriented in the opposite direction to
polarization of the Mn spins.
5-8
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HOLE-MEDIATED FERROMAGNETISM IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 195205
C. Easy axis and anisotropy field

Early studies of a ferromagnetic phase in~Ga,Mn!As ep-
ilayers already demonstrated the existence of substa
magnetic anisotropy.63 Magnetic anisotropy is usually asso
ciated with the interaction between spin and orbital degr
of freedom of themagnetic electrons. According to the
model in question, these electrons are in the d5 configura-
tion. For such a case the orbital momentumL50, so that no
effects stemming from the spin-orbit coupling are to be
pected. To reconcile the model and the experimental ob
vations, we note that the interaction between the locali
spins is mediated by the holes, characterized by a non
orbital momentum. An important aspect of the present mo
is that it does take into account the anisotropy of the carr
mediated exchange interaction associated with the spin-o
coupling in the host material, an effect difficult to includ
within the standard approach to the RKKY interaction.

We start by considering an unstrained thin film with t
@001# crystal direction perpendicular to its plane. The line
response is isotropic in cubic systems but magnetic ani
ropy develops for nonzero magnetization: the hole ene
depends on the orientation ofM with respect to the crysta
axes and, because of stray field energyEd , on the angleQ
betweenM and the normal to the film surface. A comput
tion of the hole energiesEc@M # for relevant parameters an
@100#, @110#, and @111# orientations ofM indicates that
Ec@M # can be described by the lowest-order cubic anis
ropy, so that, taking the stray field energy into account,64

Ec~M ,Q,w!2Ec~M ,p/2,0!

5Kd~M !cos2Q1Kc1~M !~sin4Q sin2w cos2w

1sin2Q cos2Q!, ~12!

whereKd(M )52pM2. For 4Kd,2Kc1 the easy axis is ori-
ented along@111# or equivalent directions. Otherwise, as
usually the case for parameters of~Ga,Mn!As, M lies in the
~001! plane, and the easy axis is directed along the@100# for
Kc1.0 or along the@110# ~or equivalent! crystal axis in the
opposite case. It turns out that the sign ofKc1 depends on the
degree of occupation of the hole subbands as well as on
mixing by the p-d andk•p interactions. As a result, the eas
axis fluctuates between@100# and @110# as a function ofp.
To quantify the strength of the cubic anisotropy in~Ga,M-
n!As we computedKc1(M ), and then the minimum magni
tude of an external magnetic fieldHcu52uKc1 /M u ~or
m0Hcu52uKc1 /M u in SI units!, that aligns the spontaneou
magnetizationM along the hard direction. Figure 9 show
how Hcu /M and the direction of the easy axis oscillate a
function of p for variousBG5AFbM /6gmB . As expected,
Hcu tends to zero whenBG decreases. Nevertheless, f
uBGu540 meV (m0M'85 mT!, m0Hcu up to 0.2 T can be
expected. Since, however, the orientation of the easy
changes rapidly withp and BG , intrinsic and extrinsic
disorder—which leads to broadening of hole subbands—
presumably diminish the actual magnitude of the magn
anisotropy.
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As shown in Fig. 2, strain has a rather strong influence
the valence subbands. It can therefore be expected that m
netic properties resulting from the hole-mediated excha
can be efficiently controlled by strain engineering. Inde
sizable lattice-mismatch-driven strain is known to exist
semiconductor layers. In some cases, particularly if epit
occurs at appropriately low temperatures, such strain
persist even beyond the critical thickness due to relativ
high barriers for the formation of misfit dislocations. W
evaluate the magnitude of the resulting effects by using
Bir-Pikus Hamiltonian,38 adapted for biaxial strain, as show
in Appendix A. Three parameters control strain phenome
in the valence band: the deformation potentialb, taken asb
521.7 eV,65 the ratio of elastic modulic12/c1150.453,65

and the difference between the lattice parameters of the
strate and the layer,Da. The last is related to relevant com
ponents of the strain tensor according to

exx5eyy5Da/a, ~13!

ezz522exxc12/c11. ~14!

We have found that biaxial strain has a rather small infl
ence onTC . In the experimentally relevant range of ho
concentrations 531020.p.1020 cm23, both tensile and
compressive strain diminishTC . The relative effect attains
a maximum at p'231020 cm23, where @TC(exx)
2TC(0)#/TC(0)'22.4% and24.9% for exx51% and
21%, respectively. However, such a strain leads to unia
anisotropy, whose magnitude can be much greater than
resulting from either cubic anisotropy or stray fields. T
corresponding anisotropy fieldHun assumes the form

Hun5u2$Ec~@001# !2Ec~@100# !%/M14pM u ~emu!,
~15!

FIG. 9. Computed minimum magnetic fieldHcu ~divided byM )
necessary to align magnetizationM along the hard axis for cubic
~unstrained! Ga12xMnxAs film. As a function of the hole concen
tration and the spin-splitting parameterBG , the easy and hard axe
fluctuate alternately between@110# and@100# ~or equivalent! direc-
tions in the plane of the film. The symbol@110# → @100# means that
the easy axis is along@110#, so thatHcu is applied along@100#
(BG5230 meV corresponds to the saturation value ofM for
Ga0.95Mn0.05As).
5-9
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m0Hun5u2$Ec~@001# !2Ec~@100# !%/M1m0M u ~SI!,
~16!

where the last term describes the stray-field effect. Acco
ing to the results of computations presented in Fig. 10, i
region of such low hole concentrations that minority sp
subbands are depopulated, the easy axis takes the@001# di-
rection for compressive strain, while it is in the~001! plane
for the opposite strain. Such a behavior of the magnetic
isotropy was recently noted within a 434 model of the va-
lence band.51 However, for the experimentally relevant ho
concentrations and values ofBG ~Figs. 10 and 11! the easy
axis is oriented along the@001# direction for tensile strain,
whereas it resides in the~001! plane for the case of un
strained or compressively strained films. This important
sult, announced already in our previous work8 and recently
confirmed by others51 explains the experimental study63 in
which either a~Ga,In!As or GaAs substrate was employed
impose tensile or compressive strain, respectively. In part

FIG. 10. Computed minimum magnetic fieldHun ~divided by
M ) necessary to align magnetizationM along the hard axis for
compressive~a! and tensile~b! biaxial strain in a Ga12xMnxAs film
for various values of the spin-splitting parameterBG . The easy axis
is along the@001# direction and in the~001! plane at low and high
hole concentrations for compressive strain, respectively~a!. The
opposite behavior is observed for tensile strain~b!. The symbol
@100#→@001# means that the easy axis is along@100#, so thatHun is
applied along@001# (BG5230 meV corresponds to the saturatio
value ofM for Ga0.95Mn0.05As).
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lar, for a Ga0.0965Mn0.035As film on GaAs, for whichexx5
20.2%, the anisotropy fieldm0Hun50.460.1 T is
observed,63 in quantitative agreement with the theoretical r
sults of Fig. 11.

Finally, we mention that strong strain effects may sugg
the importance of magnetostriction in the studied co
pounds. We have not explored this issue yet, and note
prior to its examination the question concerning the coll
tive Jahn-Teller effect in heavily dopedp-type zinc-blende
semiconductors has to be addressed.

D. Optical absorption and magnetic circular dichroism

In the case of II-VI diluted magnetic semiconductors, d
tailed information on the exchange-induced spin splitti
of the bands, and thus on the coupling between
effective-mass electrons and the localized spins, has b
obtained from magneto-optical studies.26,66 Similar
investigations36,37,67,68of ~Ga,Mn!As led to a number of sur-
prises. The most striking was the opposite order of the
sorption edges corresponding to the two circular photon
larizations in~Ga,Mn!As compared to II-VI materials. This
behavior of circular magnetic dichroism~MCD! suggests the
opposite order of the exchange-split spin subbands, and
a different origin of the sp-d interaction in these two famili
of diluted magnetic semiconductors~DMS!. Light was shed
on the issue by studies of photoluminescence~PL! and its
excitation spectra~PLE! in p-type ~Cd,Mn!Te quantum
wells.3,53,69It has been demonstrated that the reversal of
order of PLE edges corresponding to the two circular po
izations results from the Moss-Burstein effect, that is, fro
the shifts of the absorption edges associated with the em
portion of the valence subbands in thep-type material. This
model was subsequently applied to interpret qualitatively
magnetoabsorption data for metallic~Ga,Mn!As.36 Surpris-
ingly, however, the anomalous sign of the MCD was pres
also in nonmetallic~Ga,Mn!As, in which an EPR signal from

FIG. 11. Computed minimum magnetic fieldHun necessary to
align the saturation value of magnetizationMs along the hard axis
as a function of biaxial strain componentexx for two values of the
hole concentration in Ga0.95Mn0.05As. The symbol@100#→@001#
means that the easy axis is along@100#, so thatHun is applied along
@001#.
5-10
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occupied Mn acceptors was seen.35 Another striking property
of the MCD is a different temperature dependence of
normalized MCD at low and high photon energies in fer
magnetic~Ga,Mn!As.37 This observation was taken as ev
dence for the presence of two spectrally distinct contri
tions to optical absorption.37

We begin by noting that according to our two-fluid mod
the coexistence of strongly and weakly localized holes
actually expected on both sides of the MIT. Since the Mo
Burstein effect operates for interband optical transitions
volving weakly localized states, it leads to a sign reversa
the MCD on the insulating side of the MIT also. Converse
the existence of the MCD sign reversal can be taken as
perimental evidence for the presence of Fermi-liquid-l
states on the insulating side of the MIT.

In order to shed some light on these issues we calcu
absorption and MCD spectra in a model that takes the c
plex structure of the valence band into account. The b
gapEg is expected to depend on both Mn and hole conc
trations due to the alloy and band-narrowing effects. To t
this dependence into account as well as to include disor
induced band-tail effects70 we assume, guided by experime
tal results to be discussed below, thatEg51.2 eV. Our com-
putation of the absorption coefficienta(v) is performed
according to a scheme outlined in Appendix B, taking t
electron effective massme* 50.07m0, the Kane momentum
matrix elementP59.931028 eV cm, and the refractive in
dex nr53.5. As shown in Fig. 12, contributions toa origi-
nating from particular valence bands are clearly visible. B
cause of the Moss-Burstein shift, the onset and the form
a(v) for particular transitions depend on the hole conc
tration. In particular,a(v) corresponding to the light-hole
band exhibits a steplike behavior which, in the case of
heavy-hole band, is broadened by warping. While no qu
titative data ona(v) are available for~Ga,Mn!As, the com-
puted magnitude and spectral dependence ofa(v) correctly
reproduce experimental results forp-GaAs.71

The influence of the sp-d band splittings on the absorp
edge is shown in Fig. 13. The computation is carried out
the Faraday configuration and with the value of the s-d

FIG. 12. Absorption edge inp-GaAs computed for two value
of the hole concentration. Inset shows three kinds of poss
photon-induced transition corresponding to particular valence s
bands. Absorption edges associated with electron transitions
particular subbands are labeled.
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change energyaN050.2 eV observed in II-VI semiconduc
tors. The theoretical results confirm that the Moss-Burst
effect accounts for the sign reversal of the magnetic circu
dichroism. The energy splitting of the absorption edge
pends onv but its magnitude is similar to that observe
experimentally.36 A detailed comparison requires, on the o
hand, experimental information about the absolute value
a(v) and, on the other, more careful consideration of ba
tailing effects. Furthermore, contributions from intr
valence-band and intra-d-shell transitions are expected a
low- and high-energy wings of the absorption edge, resp
tively. We predict that not only the former but also the latt
will be substantially enlarged in p-type materials. Indeed,
empty valence band states allow for admixtures of p-l
states to the localized d orbitals.

The magnetization-induced splitting of the bands is se
to lead to a large energy difference between the position
the absorption edges corresponding to the two opposite
cular polarizations. This may cause an unusual depende
of the low-energy onset of MCD on magnetization, and th
on temperature. In particular, a standard assumption a
the proportionality of MCD and magnetization becomes
valid. To find out whether this large splitting is responsib
for the anomalous temperature dependence of MCD at
photon energies,37 we compute the differential transmissio
coefficient that was examined experimentally,37

D5~T12T2!/~T11T2!. ~17!

Here T1 and T2 are the transmission coefficients for rig
and left circularly polarized light. To take the effect of inte
ference into account,37 these coefficients are calculated f
the actual layout of the samples, which consisted of a tra
parent ~Ga,Al!As etching stop layer and the absorbin
~Ga,Mn!As film, each 200 nm thick. The same value of t
refractive indexnr53.5 is adopted for both compounds.

Figure 14 shows the ratioD(v)/D~1.78 eV! computed for
p53.531020 cm23 and variousBG;M . In the range of high
photon energies,v.1.6 eV, the results collapse onto on

le
b-
m

FIG. 13. Absorption edge for two circular polarizations
p-~Ga,Mn!As computed for spin-splitting parameterBG5210
meV and hole concentration 3.531020 cm23. Inset shows how the
Fermi sea of the holes reverses relative positions of the edges
responding tos1 ands2 polarizations. In general, electron trans
tions from six valence subbands contribute to optical absorptio
5-11
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curve for all values of BG . This means thatD(v)
5M (T) f (v) in this range, wheref (v);T21]T/]v. How-
ever, in the region of the absorption edge, the dependenc
D on BG is by no means linear, so that the normalized valu
D(v)/D~1.78 eV! do not follow any single curve. As seen
D(v)/D~1.78 eV! peaks at a larger value for smallerBG .
This is the behavior found experimentally.37 We conclude
that the two observed distinct spectroscopic regions37 corre-
spond to standard band-to-band transitions, for which
proportionality of D to BG holds, and to the onset of th
absorption edge, which is shifted and made steeper by
Moss-Burstein effect. Actually, the peak values
D(v)/D~1.78 eV! determined numerically for the low
energy region are even greater than that observed
~Ga,Mn!As,37 presumably because of scattering broaden
of the absorption edge, neglected in our model.

V. CHEMICAL TRENDS

A. Material parameters

The ability of the present model to describe successf
various aspects of the ferromagnetism in~Ga,Mn!As, as well
as in~Zn,Mn!Te,4,8,43has encouraged us to extend the the
toward otherp-type diluted magnetic semiconductors. In th
section, we present material parameters that have b
adopted for the computations presented elsewhere.8 We also
supplement the previous results8 by the data for~In,Mn!N,
~Zn,Mn!S, ~Cd,Mn!S, and ~Cd,Mn!Se. Along with Si and
Ge,8 we take into consideration here carbon in the diamo
structure. For concreteness, we will assume that 5% of
cation sites~i.e., 2.5% of atom sites! are occupied by Mn
ions in the d5 21 charge state, and that the correspond
localized spinsS5 5

2 are coupled by the indirect exchang
interaction mediated by 3.531020 holes per cm3. The en-
hancement effect of the exchange interaction among
holes is described by the Fermi-liquid parameterAF51.2. As
explained in Sec. II B, no influence of the antiferromagne
superexchange is taken into account in the case of the gr
III-V and IV semiconductors, in which the Mn supplies bo
localized spins and holes. By contrast, it is assumed tha

FIG. 14. Spectral dependence of magnetic circular dichroism
p-~Ga,Mn!As computed for hole concentration 3.531020 cm23 and
various spin-splitting parametersBG . The magnitudes of MCD at a
given BG are normalized by its value at 1.78 eV.
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the case of II-VI semiconductorsxeff50.0297 for x50.05
and TAF51 K, except for ~Zn,Mn!Te, where TAF52.9
K,41,42 and ~Cd,Mn!Te, for whichTAF51.5 K.72

The values of the parameters that are used to determ
chemical trends are summarized in Appendix C, Tables I
II, for cubic and wurzite semiconductors, respectively. If
experimentally determined values are available,
effective-mass parameters are determined by fitting the
propriatek•p model to results of band structure comput
tions. No lattice polaron corrections are taken into consid
ation. Since we are interested in a relatively sm
concentration of magnetic ions,x50.05, the effect of the Mn
incorporation upon the lattice and band structure parame
is disregarded.

In the case of ZnSe, the recently determined73,74values of
the Luttinger parametersg i lead to a negative hole mass fo
the @110# crystallographic direction, an effect not support
by the existing theoretical studies of the valence band st
ture in this material.75,76Accordingly, an older set77 of g i had
been taken for the previous calculation.8 The present values
of g i are within experimental uncertainties of the curre
determinations73 and, at the same time, lead to a good d
scription of the computed band structure of the valence b
in ZnSe.75

In addition to the spin density of states at the Fermi lev
the Curie temperature is proportional to the square of the
exchange integralb. Figure 15 presents the magnitudes
the exchange energybN0 as determined by photoemissio
and magneto-optical studies for various DMS contain
about 5% of Mn. The values ofubN0u are seen to increas
when the lattice parameter decreases. This trend ste78

from the corresponding changes in the charge-transfer
correlation energies as well as from a dependence of the
hybridization energy on the bond lengthb.78 It should, how-

in

FIG. 15. Energy of p-d exchange interaction for various ma
rials containing 5% of Mn in cation sites as a function of latti
parameter. The values shown by solid squares were determ
from excitonic splittings in the magnetic field~Refs. 22, 42, 72, and
79! while the empty symbols denote values evaluated from pho
emission data~Refs. 24 and 78!. Solid and dashed lines represe
formulas adopted for the determination of the exchange energy
other materials, as shown in Tables I and II below.
5-12
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ever, be recalled thatb, in contrast to the average value of th
lattice constant, does not obey the Vegard law in alloys
rather conserves the value corresponding to the
compounds.13

Thus, in order to obtain the values ofbN0 for materials
for which no direct determination is available, guided by t
results presented in Fig. 15, we assumebN0;a0

23 , i.e., b
5const. More explicitly, for groups III-V and IV semicon
ductors we take

b III-V 5b~GaMnAs!. ~18!

Similarly, for the II-VI materials,

b II-VI 5b~ZnMnSe!, ~19!

where the p-d energybN0(GaMnAs)521.2 eV,24 and
bN0(ZnMnSe)521.3 eV.79

B. Curie temperatures

Figure 16 presents the calculated values of the Curie t
peratureTC for III-V and II-VI semiconductors containing
5% of Mn in the cation sublattice and 3.531020 holes per
cm3. It has been assumed that the Mn remains in the5

configuration in all compounds, although it seems that ot
situations are possible, such as the d4 configuration of Mn in
GaP.80 The data for diamond structure C, Si, and Ge w

FIG. 16. Curie temperatures evaluated for various III-V~top
panel! as well group IV and II-VI semiconducting compound
~lower panel! containing 5% of Mn per cation~or 2.5% per atom! in
21 charge state and 3.531020 holes per cm3. Material parameters
adopted for the calculation are displayed in Appendix C, Table
and II.
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2.5% of Mn in the 21 charge state and occupying substit
tional sites are also included. The most remarkable result
strong increase ofTC for materials consisting of lighter ele
ments. In fact,TC exceeding room temperature is expect
for C, GaN, InN, and ZnO for the assumed values of the M
and hole concentrations. It has been checked for GaN
the value ofTC for the zinc-blende modification of this ma
terial is greater by 6% than that for the wurzite case.

By comparing results of numerical calculations with t
general Eq.~7! for TC three interrelated mechanisms a
counting for the chemical trends visible in Fig. 16 can
identified. First, the reduction of the spin density of sta
and thusTC by the spin-orbit interaction ceases to operate
materials with light anions. Second, the effective mass
thus the density of states tend to increase for materials w
stronger bonds. Finally, a smaller lattice constant at givex
corresponds to the greater value ofN0x, the density of the
magnetic ions. It should be noted at this point thatTC is
proportional tob2, assumed here to be material independe
This assumption corresponds, however, to a strong incre
of ubN0u with decreasing lattice constant, as shown
Fig. 15.

It can be expected that the chemical trends establis
here will not be altered by the uncertainties in the values
the relevant parameters. Our evaluation of the strength of
ferromagnetic interactions mediated by the holes is qua
tively valid for Mn, as well as for other magnetic ions, pr
vided that two conditions are met. First, the magnetic el
trons stay localized and do not contribute directly to t
Fermi sphere. Secondly, the holes are delocalized and
particular, do not form small magnetic polarons, such
Zhang-Rice singlets.21

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, a theory of ferromagnetism inp-type zinc-
blende and wurzite semiconductors containing a sizable c
centration of magnetic ions has been proposed. It has b
argued that over the relevant range of hole densities the
romagnetic coupling between the localized spins is prima
mediated by delocalized or weakly localized holes resid
in a p-like valence band. Accordingly, particular attenti
has been paid to incorporating into the Zener model the
fects ofk•p and spin-orbit interactions as well as of biaxi
strain. It has been assumed that, like other thermodyna
properties of doped semiconductors, the Curie temperatu
not affected by disorder, despite the proximity to the met
insulator transition. The effects of the carrier-carrier intera
tions have been taken into account by a density-indepen
Landau renormalization of the carrier spin susceptibility.
has been demonstrated that the theory describes qua
tively, and often quantitatively, a body of experimental r
sults accumulated over recent years for~Ga,Mn!As. In par-
ticular, the Curie temperature, the saturation value of
magnetization, the hole spin magnetization and polarizat
magnetic anisotropies and magnetoelastic effects, op
absorption, and magnetic circular dichroism have be
interpreted.

Giant negative magnetoresistance, a sharp field-indu

I
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insulator-to-metal transition,81 and a sizable increase of high
frequency conductivity with increasing magnetic field82 were
observed inp-~Hg,Mn!Te. Those findings were attributed t
the growing participation of the light holes in transport wh
the p-d exchange splitting increases.81,82 This implies a shift
of the Drude weight from high to low frequencies as a fun
tion of the valence band splitting. Such effects in both
~Refs. 14 and 83! and ac~Refs. 84 and 85! conductivity have
more recently been detected in~Ga,Mn!As, and can qualita-
tively be interpreted in the same way. This provides ad
tional support for our conclusion about the similarity of t
mechanisms accounting for the hole-mediated exchange
teraction in II-VI and III-V magnetic semiconductors. How
ever, our work identifies also an aspect of ferromagneti
that points to a difference between these two families
magnetic semiconductors. In the case of II-VI compound
short-range antiferromagnetic superexchange lowers
magnitude ofTC . This lowering appears to be much le
efficient in III-V semiconductors, where the Mn ions act
acceptors, compensated partly by donor defects. Thus,
localized holes reside preferentially on the Mn pairs, so t
the hole-mediated ferromagnetic coupling~a variant of Zen-
er’s double exchange! can overcompensate the antiferroma
netic superexchange. Accordingly, the calculations for
III-V compounds have been carried out assumingxeff50 and
TAF50.

The model put forward here has also been used to exp
the expected chemical trends. It was found that particula
large values of the Curie temperature are expected for m
rials built up from light elements. However, important issu
of solubility limits and self-compensation need to be a
dressed experimentally. In particular, the pinning of t
Fermi energy byAX-type centers or other defects can pr
clude an increase of hole concentration in many syste
High-pressure research can shed some light on this is
Since, in general, III-V compounds can be more easily
doped by impurities that are electrically active, wherea
large quantity of transition metals can be incorporated i
II-VI materials, the suggestion has been put forward to gr
magnetic III-V/II-VI short-period superlattices.86 Further nu-
merical and experimental studies of magnetic semicond
tors as well as of heavilyp-doped nonmagnetic systems a
expected to improve our understanding of the hole-media
ferromagnetism in zinc-blende and wurzite compoun
This, together with exploration of quantum structures as w
as of codoping and coalloying, may lead to fabrication
functional systems.

On the theoretical side, further work is necessary to eva
ate quantitative corrections to the mean-field theory brou
about by thermodynamic fluctuations of magnetization.
fects of disorder associated with both random distribution
magnetic ions and fluctuations of carrier density near
metal-insulator transition are other open issues. In particu
the nature of the evolution of static and dynamic magne
phenomena on approaching the strongly localized regim
unknown. In this range, description of the effect of t
carrier-carrier interaction in terms of the Landau theory
Fermi liquids may break down. The above list of interesti
problems is by no means exhaustive. No doubt we will so
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witness many unforeseen developments in the field
carrier-mediated ferromagnetism in semiconductors.
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APPENDIX A: EFFECTIVE-MASS HAMILTONIANS

The purpose of this Appendix is to provide the explic
form of the effective-mass Hamiltonian that, in addition
the standardk•p and strain terms,38 contains a contribution
of the p-d exchange interaction in the molecular-field a
proximation. This is a generalization of previou
approaches39,66 by allowing for arbitrary orientation of the
magnetizationM with respect to the crystal axes.

Zinc-blende semiconductors are considered first. We t
into account explicitly fourG8 and twoG7 valence subbands
for which we choose the basis functions in the form

u15
1

A2
~X1 iY!↑, ~A1!

u25 i
1

A6
@~X1 iY!↓22Z↑#, ~A2!

u35
1

A6
@~X2 iY!↑12Z↓#, ~A3!

u45 i
1

A2
~X2 iY!↓, ~A4!

u55
1

A3
@~X1 iY!↓1Z↑#, ~A5!

u65 i
1

A3
@2~X2 iY!↑1Z↓#, ~A6!

whereX, Y, andZ denote Kohn-Luttinger amplitudes, whic
for the symmetry operations of the crystal point group tra
form as px ,py , and pz wave functions of the hydrogen atom

In the above basis the corresponding Luttinger-Kohn m
trices assume the following forms.
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1. k"p matrix

Hk•p52
\2

2m0 3
P1Q L M 0 iL /A2 2 iA2M

L* P2Q 0 M 2 iA2Q iA3/2L

M* 0 P2Q 2L 2 iA3/2L* 2 iA2Q

0 M* 2L* P1Q 2 iA2M* 2 iL * /A2

2 iL * /A2 iA2Q iA3/2L iA2M P1D 0

iA2M* 2 iA3/2L* iA2Q iL/A2 0 P1D

4 . ~A7!

Here,

P5g1k2, ~A8!

Q5g2~kx
21ky

222kz
2!, ~A9!

L52 i2A3g3~kx2 iky!kz , ~A10!

M5A3@g2~kx
22ky

2!2 i2g3kxky#, ~A11!

D52m0D0 /\2. ~A12!

2. p-d exchange matrix

Hpd5BG3
3bxwz iA3bxw2 0 0 A6bxw2 0

2 iA3bxw1 ~2bz2bx!wz 2ibzw2 0 iA2~bx1bz!wz 2A2bzw2

0 22ibzw1 2~2bz2bx!wz iA3bxw2 A2bzw1 2 iA2~bx1bz!wz

0 0 2 iA3bxw1 23bxwz 0 2A6bxw1

A6bxw1 2 iA2~bx1bz!wz A2bzw2 0 2~2bx2bz!wz ibzw2

0 2A2bzw1 iA2~bx1bz!wz 2A6bxw2 2 ibzw1 ~2bx2bz!wz

4 .

~A13!

Here,

BG5bM /6gmB , ~A14!

wz5Mz /M , ~A15!

w65~Mx6 iM y!/M , ~A16!

bz5bz /b, ~A17!

bx5bx /b, ~A18!

where in cubic materialsbz5bx51.

3. Biaxial strain matrix

HBS5b3
2Qe 0 Re 0 0 2 iA2Re

0 Qe 0 Re iA2Qe 0

Re 0 Qe 0 0 iA2Qe

0 Re 0 2Qe 2 iA2Re 0

0 2 iA2Qe 0 iA2Re 0 0

iA2Re 0 2 iA2Qe 0 0 0

4 . ~A19!
195205-15
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Here,b is the deformation potential and

Qe5ezz2~exx1eyy!/2, ~A20!

Re5A3~exx2eyy!/2. ~A21!

Since we are interested in the effect of the biaxial strain in the~001! plane, only the terms involving the diagon
componentse i i of the deformation tensor are included. For the same reason, we allow for the corresponding anisotrop
exchange integralsbx5byÞbz , although we expect that to a good accuracybx5bz in real systems. The latter is assumed
the main body of the paper.

In the presence of the magnetic fieldB the Luttinger-Kohnk•p matrix is a sum of the Zeeman and Landau parts,Hk•p
5HZ1HL , whereHL is written below forBi @001# and neglecting some terms proportional tog22g3.87

HZ52g0mBB3
3kwz/2 iA3kw2/2 0 •••

2 iA3kw1/2 kwz/2 ikw2 •••

0 2 ikw1 2kwz/2 •••

0 0 2 iA3kw1/2 •••

2A6~k11!w1/4 iA2~k11!wz/2 2A2~k11!w2/4 •••

0 A2~k11!w1/4 2 iA2~k11!wz/2 •••

3

0 2A6~k11!w2/4 0

0 2 iA2~k11!wz/2 A2~k11!w2/4

iA3kw2/2 2A2~k11!w1/4 iA2~k11!wz/2

23kwz/2 0 A6~k11!w1/4

0 ~k11/2!wz 2 i ~k11/2!w2

A6~k11!w2/4 i ~k11/2!w1 2~k11/2!wz

4 , ~A22!

whereg0 is the Lande´ factor of the free electron, and

wz5Bz /B, ~A23!

w65Bx6 iBy . ~A24!

For the Landau quantum numbern.0,

HL52
\2

2m0 3
hh1s~g11g2!~2n21! bAn cAn~n11! •••

2bAnhl1s~g12g2!~2n11! 0 cA~n11!~n12! •••

cAn~n11! 0 hl1s~g12g2!~2n13! •••

0 cA~n11!~n12! bAn12 •••

ibAn/2 iq1 iA2g2s~2n11! ibA3~n11!/2 •••

icA2~n11!n ibA3~n11!/2 iq1 iA2g2s~2n13! •••

3

0 ibAn/2 2 icA2n(n11)

2 iq2 iA2sg2(2n11) ibA3(n11)/2

2bA(n12) ibA3(n11)/2 2 iq2 iA2g2s(2n13)

hh1(g11g2)s(2n15) 2 icA2(n11)(n12) ibA(n12)/2

icA2~n12!~n11! hs1g1s~2n11! 0

ibA~n12!/2 0 hs1g1s~2n13!

4 . ~A25!
195205-16
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Here,

s5eB/\, ~A26!

hh5~g122g2!kz
2 , ~A27!

hl5~g112g2!kz
2 , ~A28!

hs5g1kz
2 , ~A29!

q522A2g2kz
2 , ~A30!

b52 i2A6sg3kz , ~A31!

c5A3s~g21g3!. ~A32!

If n50, the wave-function basis does not contain theu1 term, so that

HL52
\2

2m0F hl1s~g12g2!~2n11! 0 A~n12!~n11! •••

0 hl1s~g12g2!~2n13! 2bAn12 •••

cA~n12!~n11! bAn12 hh1~g11g2!s~2n15! •••

iq1 iA2g2s~2n11! ibA3~n11!/2 icA2~n12!~n11! •••

ibA3~n11!/2 iq1 iA2g2s~2n13! ibA~n12!/2 •••

3

2 iq2 iA2sg2~2n11! ibA3~n11!/2

ibA3~n11!/2 2 iq2 iA2g2s~2n13!

2 icA2~n12!~n11! ibA~n12!/2

hs1g1s~2n11! 0

0 hs1g1s~2n13!

G . ~A33!

If n521, the wave-function basis does not contain theu1 , u2, andu5 terms, so that

HL52
\2

2m0F hl1s~g12g2!~2n13! 2bAn12 2 iq2 iA2g2s~2n13!

bAn12 hh1~g11g2!s~2n15! ibA~n12!/2

iq1 iA2g2s~2n13! ibA~n12!/2 hs1g1s~2n13!
G . ~A34!
em

s
.

m

If n5-2, the wave-function basis contains only theu4
term, so that

HL52
\2

2m0
@hh1~g11g2!s#. ~A35!

The solution of the eigenvalue and eigenfunction probl
for the HamiltonianH5Hk•p1Hpd1HBS or, in the mag-
netic field,H5HL1HZ1Hpd1HBS gives the hole energie
« i and eigenvectorsai

( j ) for the six relevant hole subbands

4. Wurzite compounds

For wurzite compounds, we chose the basis in the for

u152
1

A2
~X1 iY!↑, ~A36!
19520
u25
1

A2
~X2 iY!↑, ~A37!

u35Z↑, ~A38!

u45
1

A2
~X2 iY!↓, ~A39!

u552
1

A2
~X1 iY!↓ ~A40!

u65Z↓. ~A41!

In the above basis, thek•p matrix reads
5-17
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\2

2m0 3
F 2K* 2H* 0 0 0

2K F22D2 H 0 0 A2D3

2H H* L2D12D2 0 A2D3 0

0 0 0 F 2K H

0 0 A2D3 2K* F22D2 2H*

0 A2D3 0 H* 2H L2D12D2

4 . ~A42!
-
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L5A1kz
21A2~kx

21ky
2!, ~A43!

T5A3kz
21A4~kx

21ky
2!, ~A44!

F5L1T, ~A45!

k15kx1 iky , ~A46!

K5A5k1
2 , ~A47!

H5A6k1kz , ~A48!

where D i and Ai are the valence band splittings andk•p
parameters, respectively.

The p-d exchange matrix is given by

Hpd

53BG3
bxwz 0 0 0 bxwm 0

0 bxwz 0 bxwm 0 0

0 0 bzwz 0 0 bzwm

0 bxwp 0 2bxwz 0 0

bxwp 0 0 0 2bxwz 0

0 0 bzwp 0 0 2bzwz

4 .

~A49!

APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

We aim at evaluating the Helmholtz free energyFc at
given hole concentrationp as a function of the Mn magneti
zationM,

Fc~p,M !52kBTE d« N~«!ln„11exp$2@«~M !

2«F~p,M !#/kBT%…1p«F~p,M !, ~B1!

where the thermodynamic density of statesN(«)5]p/]«. If
T,200 K then in the cases studied the hole liquid is deg
erate, so thatFc assumes the simple form

Fc~p,M !5E
0

p

dp8«~M ,p8!. ~B2!

Thus, in order to obtainFc(p,M ) we have to integrate the
dependence of the partition function or of the Fermi ene
on the hole concentration for variousM. The actual calcula-
tion proceeds in a standard way. First, the length of the w
vectorski(u,w) for each of the six hole subbands is dete
mined by solving the inverse eigenvalue problem for giv
19520
-

y

e
-
n

values of «, polar angleu, and azimuth anglew in the
k-vector space. Then the hole concentration is obtained
integration of( iki

3(u,w)/24p3 over cosu andw.
In order to calculate the contributionMc of the hole mag-

netic moments to the total magnetization, the eigenva
problem is solved directly, making it possible to determi
the Gibbs thermodynamic potentialGc ,

Gc52 (
i ,n,kz

kBT~eB/2p\!ln„11exp$2@« i~n,kz ,M !

2«F#/kBT%…. ~B3!

We calculate the absorption coefficienta for the two cir-
cular polarizationss6, taking into accountk-conserving
electron transitions from the six valence subbands, indexi, to
the two spin branches of the conduction band, indexj, as-
suming that the hole liquid is strongly degenerate. In suc
model,88,89

a65
4p2e2P2

\2cnrv
(
i , j

E
21

1

d cosu

3E
0

2p

dw
ki j ~v!mr

( i j )~v!

8p3\2
uMi j

6u2. ~B4!

The wave vectorski j (v,u,w) corresponding to 12 possibl
transitions are determined by energy conservation and
position of the Fermi level. The joint density of states effe
tive mass corresponding to theseki j is given by

mr
( i j )5S 1/me2

1

\2ki j

]« i

]ki j
D 21

. ~B5!

The matrix elementsMi j
6(u,w) for the two light polariza-

tions and involving electron transitions to the spin-down a
spin-up conduction subbands are given by

Mi1
15ai

(4) , ~B6!

Mi2
15ai

(3)/A31 iai
(6)A2/3, ~B7!

Mi1
25ai

(2)/A32 iai
(5)A2/3, ~B8!

Mi2
25ai

(1) , ~B9!

where ai
n is the nth component of the eigenvector corr

sponding to thei th valence subband atki j (u,w).
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APPENDIX C: MATERIAL PARAMETERS

In Tables I and II we summarize band structure parameters of parent compounds employed for the evaluation of che
trends in cubic and wurzite magnetic semiconductors.
tor

t

l-
a,

f the

-

TABLE I. Material parameters of selected cubic semiconduc
and the values of thep-d exchange energybN0 . Except for the
parameters for which references are provided, the values of
lattice constanta0 , spin-orbit splittingD0 , and Luttinger param-
etersg i are taken from Refs. 65, 76, 90, and 91.

a0 ~Å! D0 ~eV! g1 g2 g3 bN0 ~eV!

C 3.56 0.013a 2.54a 20.10a 0.63a 24.8b

Si 5.43 0.044 4.285 0.339 1.446 21.35b

Ge 5.66 0.29 13.38 4.24 5.69 21.20b

AlP 5.47 0.1 3.47 0.06 1.15 21.33b

AlAs 5.66 0.275 3.25 0.64 1.21 21.19b

GaN 4.50c 0.018c 2.463d 0.647d 0.975d 22.37b

GaP 5.45 0.080 4.05 0.49 1.25 21.34b

GaAs 5.65 0.34 6.85 2.1 2.9 21.2e

GaSb 6.09 0.76 13.3 4.4 5.7 20.96b

InP 5.87 0.108 5.15 0.94 1.62 21.07b

InAs 6.06 0.38 20.4 8.3 9.1 20.98b

ZnS 5.401 0.070 1.77f 0.30f 0.62f 21.5g

ZnSe 5.67 0.43 2.95h 0.6h 1.11h 21.3i

ZnTe 6.10 0.91 3.8 0.72 1.3 21.1j

CdTe 6.48 0.95 4.14 1.09 1.62 20.88k

aM. Willazen, M. Cardona, and N. E. Christensen, Phys. Rev. B50,
18 054~1994!.

bDetermined from Eq.~18!.
cDetermined from the data for the wurzite structure~Table II!.
dReference 92~a!; in this paper the Dresselhaus parametersL,M ,N
are denoted asA,B,C, respectively; see also I. Stolpe, N. Puh
mann, H.-U. Müller, O. Portugall, M. von Ortenberg, D. Schikor
D. J. As, B. Scho¨ttker, and R. Lischka, Physica B256-258, 659
~1998!.

eFrom photoemission~Ref. 24!.
fFrom theoretical studies~Ref. 75!.
gDetermined from Eq.~19!.
hDeterminations of these values is discussed in the main body o
text.

iFrom magnetoreflectivity~Ref. 79!.
jFrom magnetoreflectivity~Ref. 42!.
kFrom magnetoreflectivity~Ref. 72!.
u

T.

el
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TABLE II. Material parameters of selected wurzite semiconduc-
tors. The values of the lattice parametera05(A3a2c)1/3 and the
splittingsD i of the valence band at theG point in II-VI compounds
are taken from Refs.76 and 90. Theoretical studies provide the pa
rametersD i and Ai for GaN ~Ref. 92! InN ~Ref. 93!, and Ai for
ZnO, CdS, and CdSe~Ref. 75!.

Material GaN InN ZnO CdS CdSe

a0 ~Å! 4.503 4.974 4.567 5.845 6.078
D1 ~eV! 0.0036 0.017 0.04 0.030 0.039
D2 ~eV! 0.005 0.001 0.0 0.022 0.139
D3 ~eV! 0.0059 0.001 0.0 0.022 0.139
A1 26.4 29.28 22.41 25.92 210.2
A2 20.5 20.6 20.44 20.70 20.76
A3 5.9 8.68 2.11 5.37 9.53
A4 22.55 24.34 21.06 21.82 23.2
A5 22.56 24.32 21.06 21.82 23.2
A6 23.06 26.08 21.51 21.36 22.31
bN0~eV! 22.37a 21.76b 22.48b 21.55c 21.27d

aCalculated from Eq.~18!.
bCalculated from Eq.~19!.
cInterpretation of magneto-optical data~Ref. 22!.
dFrom magnetoabsorption~Ref. 94!.
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